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At George Robinson Kitchens, we 
combine traditional construction 
techniques with the highest quality 
materials, components and finishes 
to create bespoke kitchens and fine 
furniture that will last for generations. 

“My great-grandfather was also called George Robinson, and I
have his name tag on the toolbox I use today. He was a master
carpenter and made many of his own tools; they are as good
now as they were a hundred years ago.

This influenced my concern for the environment, which is an
integral part of my working philosophy. We use wood from
sustainable forests as much as we can and opt for the most
energy-efficient appliances. Taking care of and handing on our
tools is a great way to reduce our environmental footprint, but
by creating durable kitchens and furniture that is built to last as
an inheritance to future generations, I feel that I am able to
make a tangible difference that I feel truly proud of.

I enjoy the sense of continuity that a traditionally
manufactured kitchen gives me, but equally love the simplicity
and functionality of a truly contemporary design. In George
Robinson Kitchens, both will be built to the highest standards,
demonstrating both the passion and the commitment that my
colleagues and I bring to our work.”



Our kitchens and bespoke furniture are the natural choice to
help you plan and create your dream living environment. 

Whether you choose a classic, contemporary or avant-garde
kitchen, we will work alongside you using our knowledge,
experience and craftsmanship to help you create a unique,
practical and beautiful space. 

Alongside kitchens, George and his team apply their experience
and expertise to a full spectrum of handcrafted furniture. That
stunning feature piece to complete your hallway, your dream
dining table, or bespoke bedroom and bathroom furniture can
all be brought to life in solid wood, ready to last a lifetime.

We don’t just stop at kitchens and furniture, we can design and
build beautiful interiors for any space in your home or garden. 
 We frequently manage entire projects, working with our
customers to create a coordinated look throughout the home.

PROJECTS



AZIVAL KITCHEN



George worked closely with both the customers and their architect in order to perfect the design
of this contemporary Birch Plywood kitchen. Together, the group visited a local boutique hotel
that the architect had worked on, drawing inspiration from its interior design features. Elements
of the materials and colour palette from the hotel provided the core building blocks for the
concept of the Azival Kitchen, and once combined with GRK influences this incredible space took
shape.

Both customers love to cook and with this in mind, George’s design focussed on the creation of a
highly practical and functional kitchen with contemporary clean lines and hand finishing. He also
took great care to ensure that the design linked seamlessly with the surrounding living space.

Birch plywood in Fired Earth Top Hat
Leathered steel grey granite worktop
Bora Ceramic surface induction cob
Stark single mixer tap with pull-out spray
Blanco under-mount sink in Anthracite

Slatted oak design feature on kitchen island
Deep storage and pan drawers
Deep floating shelves with underlighting
Tall larder cabinets with bi-fold doors
Wide pull-out bin unit with four bins

Materials Design Features







VALERINHO KITCHEN



This stunning London Townhouse is bursting with light thanks to its glazed ceiling, creating a
bright and fresh environment for a beautiful bespoke kitchen. The Rangemaster Elise cooker
provides a focal point in the design, framed with a solid bespoke overmantle, and finished with a
tiled vintage glass splashback.

Soft silver tones in the splashback are echoed throughout the space in many of the finishing
touches, including the chrome pull handles and knobs, stainless steel refrigerator, and of course
the fixtures on the Range cooker itself.

Cabinets were finished by hand in Farrow and Ball Parma Grey, and this colour contrasts
beautifully with the warm accents of natural wood, featured boldly on the front of the
overmantle and again more subtly in a sweet little oil nook, which is conveniently tucked away in
the recess above the cooker.

Tulipwood, hand finished
Quooker hot water tap
Chrome pull handles and knobs
French farmhouse sink with double bowl
Granite worktops

Island seating area
 Bespoke overmantle with oil nook
Curved cabinetry
Tall larder cabinets housing refrigerator
Spice racks
Glazed cabinets

Materials Design Features







ECO  KITCHEN



This extensive, creative, and detailed project was carried out in the Bristol area, incorporating
two separate kitchens as well as a utility area for clients who wanted a bespoke design that would
flow throughout their green home, perfectly complimenting their environmentally conscious
principles.

Sustainable Birch plywood was combined with locally sourced sycamore and hand-carved
walnut wood to create the cabinetry. A variety of low-energy appliances were chosen, including a
versatile and eco-friendly Quooker hot water tap in the main kitchen.

Birch plywood, hand finished
Silestone worktop
Walnut inlay handles
Granite worktop (on kitchen island)

Large kitchen island
Hand-carved walnut drawers
Extra wide integrated fridge with freezer 
drawers below

Materials Design Features







PEMBROKE LODGE



With its resplendent green cabinetry and the warm tones of natural wood, the kitchen we
designed and manufactured for Pembroke Lodge remains a firm favourite. Its styling is extremely
classic and simple, creating a highly versatile family space which is immersed in natural light
thanks to the vaulted skylight and wall of windows overlooking the sea. 

The kitchen's bold cabinet colour, (Invisible Green by Little Greene) is offset by the white walls
and Silestone snowy Ibiza worktops. Oak wood flooring and an oak worktop for the expansive
kitchen island add great warmth, completing the natural palette.

This beautiful Bespoke Kitchen was part of a broad renovation project at Pembroke Lodge in
Newlyn, where GRK also designed a bespoke utility room and bespoke fitted wardrobes for the
owners. This property has been featured in House and Garden, Vogue, The Times and The Sunday
Times Style, and can be rented via Boutique Retreats.

Chrome finish Perrin & Rowe Mayan Pillar taps
Fisher & Paykel freestanding fridge freezer
Brass knobs, pulls, and hinges
Combination of Oak Wood and Silestone
Snowy Ibiza worktops
Farmhouse sink

Painted tulip wood cabinetry
Extra-large freestanding kitchen island
Deep drawer storage
Bespoke overmantle with Neff extraction
Open shelving
Shaker style doors and flat drawers

Materials Design Features







WRITER'S KITCHEN



This charming and playful kitchen was the result of a wonderful collaboration with celebrated
author and interior design expert Katherine Sorrell. To create the foundation for this flowing and
multi-faceted space, a wall was knocked through between two rooms, allowing us to realise an
unusual and bountifully detailed open-plan kitchen/diner.

George was mindful to harness the gentle light flowing inward from the gorgeous sash windows
and high ceilings of this Victorian home. He hand-finished the kitchen cabinetry in soft and
illuminating Farrow & Ball Cornforth White, providing a perfect contrast to the solid wood open
shelving that Katherine filled so creatively. As you can see, no detail is without thought, down to
the perfectly paired Scandi-style pendant lamp, which was sourced locally.

Geometric floor tiles by Harvey Maria
Combination of granite and wooden worktops
Satin nickel pull handles and knobs
Hanging rail for cup storage
Painted splashback area

Hand-painted Shaker-style kitchen cabinets 
Open shelving
Locally sourced Scandi-style pendant lamp
Bespoke dresser and broom cupboard

Materials Design Features







SYCAMORE KITCHEN



This highly engaging coastal project resulted in a warm and welcoming solid wood design that
makes fantastic use of natural colour and light. Due to the kitchen's location on the third floor of
an enchanting 1920s seafront property, George and his team were posed with the dual
challenges of navigating somewhat tricky access and maximising an interior with unusually low
ceilings.

A combination of bespoke top cabinets, which are shorter than typical, and thoughtfully
integrated appliances and storage allow the owner to enjoy a clutter-free environment that
creates an impression of abundant space. Thanks to the natural wood floor and beautiful solid
sycamore carpentry, the inviting combination of wood shades makes this kitchen as tranquil as it
is elegant.

Stainless steel splashback
Victorian pull handles in 32mm satin nickel
Perrin & Rowe Oberon C spout tap
Abode Lax 1.5 bowl stainless steel sink
Liebherr integrated fridge freezer with ice

Natural solid sycamore wood cabinets
Granite worktops and upstands
Deep drawer storage
Concealed refrigerator and dishwasher
Drainer flutes in worktop

Materials Design Features







Our team is always on hand to elevate
your home aesthetic with hand-crafted
furniture, from one-of-a-kind feature
pieces to bespoke built-in storage
solutions tailored to any room of the
house.

You can visit our website for first access to
unique and exclusive pieces from the GRK
workshop. Alternatively, connect with us
today so that we can begin the artisanal
process of realising your next dream
project.

FURNITURE
/EXCLUSIVES

01736 367 369
info@georgerobinsonkitchens.co.uk 
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We would be delighted to hear from you.

Drop us a line via email:
info@georgerobinsonkitchens.co.uk and we will be in
touch as soon as possible.

georgerobinsonkitchens.co.uk 
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